Abstract. Java encourages programmers to use constructor methods to initialise objects, supports final modifiers for documenting fields which are never modified and employs static checking to ensure such fields are only ever initialised inside constructors. Unkel and Lam observed that relatively few fields are actually declared final and showed using static analysis that many more fields have final behaviour, and even more fields are stationary (i.e. all writes occur before all reads). We present results from a runtime analysis of 14 real-world Java programs which not only replicates Unkel and Lam's results, but suggests their analysis may have under-approximated the true figure. Our results indicate a remarkable 72-82% of fields are stationary, that final is poorly utilised by Java programmers, and that initialisation of immutable fields frequently occurs after constructor return. This suggests that the final modifier for fields does a poor job of supporting common programming practices.
Introduction
The notion of immutability has been well-studied in the programming language community (e.g. [1, 2, 3] ). Modern statically typed languages, such as Java and C#, typically support immutable fields (e.g. final in Java) though, curiously, explicit support for immutable classes is often missing. Bloch advises Java programmers to "Favour Immutability" as "Immutable classes are easier to design, implement, and use than mutable classes" [4] . This leads to a natural question of how well immutability modifiers (such as Java's final) match common programming idioms.
To examine this question, Unkel and Lam developed the term stationary field to describe fields which are never observed to change, that is, all writes precede all reads [5] . Their intuition was that programmers are often forced to perform late initialisation of objects (i.e initialisation after the constructor has returned), meaning some fields cannot be declared final. A common idiom where this happens is with the initialisation of cyclic data structures [6] .
Unkel and Lam performed a static analysis over a corpus of 26 Java applications, and found that 40-60% of Java fields were stationary. Their analysis was necessarily conservative and, hence, under-reported the number of stationary fields. In this paper, we report on an experiment to identify stationary fields using runtime profiling. Our results from 14 Java applications indicates that 72-82% of fields are stationary -thereby supporting the conclusion of Unkel and Lam, but suggesting that it is an underestimate.
Background
Java provides a special modifier for immutable fields: final. Java itself ensures that fields annotated with final are only modified once and only within constructors. Java encourages programmers to use constructors for initialising fields and establishing invariants. Constructors are distinct from regular methods in one significant way: they can initialise final fields. Unfortunately, programmers are sometimes forced (or voluntarily choose) to initialise fields late (i.e. after the constructor has completed). This prevents such fields from being marked final even when they are designed to be immutable. The following illustrates a common patten which exemplifies this scenario: The programmer intends that every Parent has a Child and vice-versa and, furthermore, that these do not change for the life of the program. He/she has marked the field Parent.child as final in an effort to enforce this. However, he/she is unable to mark the field Child.parent as final because one object must be constructed before the other. We have marked Parent and Child abstract to indicate the intention that different subclasses will be used.
In the above example, the method Child.setParent(Parent) is used as a late initialiser. This is a method which runs after the constructor has completed and before which the object is not considered properly initialised. Once the Child.parent field is late initialised by this method, the programmer does not intend that it will change again. Such a field -where all reads occur after all writesis referred to as stationary [5] . Another common situation where this arises is for classes with many configurable parameters. In such case, the programmer is faced with providing a single large constructor and/or enumerating many constructors with different combinations of parameters. Typically, late initialisation offers a simpler and more elegant solution.
Implementation
We have developed a profiler called rprof to track (amongst other things) all reads and writes to object fields in an executing program. The key advantages of rprof are that it runs on a commodity JVM (e.g. Oracle's HotSpot JVM), catches reads/writes to almost all objects (including those in the standard library), profiles large real-world applications with manageable overhead and processes event traces (containing potentially billions of events) using a parallel, distributed map/reduce computation. There are four main components:
-Agent: a JVMTI [7] C++ agent loaded by the JVM running the target application. -Profiler: a Java application running in a separate JVM that performs bytecode rewriting, and provides other utility functions for the agent. -Workers: Java applications that aggregate the event stream and handle storing the results. -mongodb: a commercial nosql database server that the profiler and worker applications use to store persistent data.
The profiler and workers perform tasks in parallel using multiple threads on multiple computers, minimising overheads on the profiled application. To enable profiling, rprof performs bytecode rewriting on the target application. When the JVM loads a class, it is intercepted by the agent which inserts instrumentation using the ASM bytecode modification library [8] . To increase the range of objects which can be profiled, bytecode rewriting is performed by the profiler in a separate JVM from the target application. The agent passes classes to be rewritten to the profiler (potentially across the network) running in another JVM which rewrites them, and passes them back. Without this, classes needed by the ASM library could not be profiled as they would have to be loaded before rewriting.
Due to lack of space, unfortunately we cannot discuss every aspect of the rprof profiler. A more complete discussion of the operation of rprof can be found in [9] . We will now give a high-level overview of the main issues.
Object Tracking
The first challenge faced in rprof is the unique identification of objects in the target application. Three options exist for uniquely identifying objects within the JVM:
-Using Object References. This approach is commonly used with weak references to ensure garbage collection proceeds as normal (see e.g. [10, 11] ). Since we store profiling data in the mongodb database, we require a concrete ID rather than a reference. Unfortunately, Java itself provides no easy mechanism for converting references into IDs 1 .
-Using Physical Memory Addresses. Since object references correspond to physical memory addresses in the JVM, a logical option is to use them as unique IDs. Through the JVMTI it is possible to convert an object reference into a physical address. Whilst this may seem straightforward, it is fraught with difficulty since an object can change its physical location during garbage collection. In other words, we would need to intercept garbage collection events to determine which objects were moved and now have a new physical address (hence, ID). -Storing unique ID's with every object. The JVMTI provides a mechanism whereby agents can associate a 64bit (long) tag with any object. The JVM maintains this tag and handles all issues related to garbage collection, etc.
In our context, the only viable solution is to associate unique IDs with objects via the JVMTI -which is the approach taken in rprof.
Tracking System Objects. Before the JVM loads native agents, it performs some basic bootstrapping including loading classes such as java.lang.Object and java.lang.String. Agents have a chance to modify previously loaded classes, but JVMTI facilities such as object tagging remain unavailable until the JVM reaches the end of its bootstrapping phase. Once the JVM has completed bootstrapping, the agent uses JVMTI to iterate over all the Java objects, and adds unique ID tags to them.
Tracking Methods and Constructors
rprof is capable of generating events for all method and constructor calls and returns (inc. exceptional returns), although this analysis only requires method return tracking for constructors. Since the JVMTI does not provide any facility for tracking method calls, rprof uses bytecode modification to instrument classes as the JVM loads them. Consider the following Java method:
public boolean isHello(String message) { return message.equals("Hello!"); } This takes a string as input and returns true if the message is "Hello!". rprof can generate three different events for this method: a 'Method Enter' event, a 'Method Return' event, and/or an 'Exceptional Return' to catch any thrown exceptions (e.g. because message is null). Figure 1 shows how rprof instruments this method by inserting bytecodes to generate these three events. For example, the inserted code at the beginning pushes class and method identifiers onto the stack, constructs an array containing the arguments to the method, then invokes a static rprof method for tracking method entry events. rprof handles method returns similarly to method calls. rprof generates exceptional returns by wrapping the method body in a try block, and inserting a finally handler at the end of the method which signals to rprof an exceptional return. rprof inserts the try block last so that any other catch or finally blocks run first. If a block consumes the exception and returns normally then rprof's exceptional return handler will not run. 
Tracking Fields
rprof supports tracking both field writes and field reads. This is simpler than for methods, since the JVMTI provides a callback mechanism to notify agents of these events. The callback provides a reference to the object that owns the field, the value of the read or write, and the JVM-internal field ID. Unfortunately, JVM field IDs are unique to a given class, but are not guaranteed unique across all classes. rprof requires program-wide unique field IDs for persistence and, hence, maintains a map between JVM-internal field IDs and rprof's persistent field IDs. Finally, rprof tracks all objects created within the JVM, but it is not able to track all fields. rprof does not track fields of the following classes:
-java.nio.charset.CharsetDecoder, java.nio.charset.CharsetEncoder, java.util.zip.ZipFile. These three classes use some form of JVM optimisation which causes segfaults if rprof tracks them. -java.lang.Throwable. The JVM generates an additional field at runtime which causes off-by-one errors in our tracking code. -java.lang.String. Excluded because it is so common: Strings are actually immutable but they use internal fields to track access behaviour and generated properties, resulting in a disproportionate number of events which are not interesting for this experiment.
Data Aggregation and Analysis
rprof event streams contain billions of events which would take days or even weeks to store on disk. Reducing this event stream to a more compact form suitable for analysis or visualisation is a computational challenge. To address this, rprof processes the event stream as it is generated using a map-reduce style computation. rprof parallelises this computation across a cluster of machines, dramatically reducing the time and space taken to store the results. The worker processes operate on the event stream as it is being generated, reducing it to a form amenable for analysis or visualisation. This reduction is specific to the experiment being performed, and discards information not directly relevant. For example, in the experiments discussed in this paper, it is not necessary to count how many field accesses there were -we only need to note when the first and last field reads and writes occurred.
As the profiled application runs the agent generates event records. These are mapped and reduced to instance records which, in turn, are then mapped and reduced to result records. Figure 2 presents the information contained in these records (roughly speaking) for the experiment presented in this paper. On the left of the figure, we see the event records emitted by the agent. One of these is emitted for every event being monitored in the profiled application which includes constructor method exit and field read/write. These events are then mapped and reduced to a set of complete instance records (shown in the middle), which capture information about a given object relevant to this experiment. The complete instance records are then mapped and reduced again to form the final result records (shown on the right). Fig. 3 : Illustrating how Event records are mapped to (incomplete) Instance records, which are then reduced to form complete records. Not every Event maps to an Instance record; for example, most method entry events are ignored, with only method return and exceptional return events on constructors emitting Instances. The methods min(EventID,EventID) and max(EventID,EventID) operated as expected -by return the earlier (resp. later) of the two parameters and handling null values correctly. Finally, please note that, in practice, these methods are further optimised for performance. Figure 3 illustrates the map and reduce procedures.
Consider the process of converting
Consider now the process for converting complete Instance records into complete Result records. This is similar to before. Given a complete instance record we can determine which of its fields were stationary (i.e. all writes before all reads) and/or final (i.e. one write which occurred before constructor return). We then reduce all Result records for a given class to determine which fields were stationary and final across all instances. The reduce procedure is thus: 
Experimental Results
We now present our experimental results looking at final and stationary fields. We begin with a more detailed definition of these terms.
Final (F).
A Final field is an object instance field which is modified once, before the object's constructor method returns. A field is not final if, for any object which reads the field, the field is written to after the object's constructor returns or the field is written to more than once. Final fields may be Declared Final (dF) or Undeclared Final (uF). A declared final field is any field whose declaration in Java code is annotated with the final modifier. A field which is not annotated with this modifier but nevertheless conforms to this definition is undeclared final.
Stationary (S).
A Stationary field is an object instance field which is not modified after it has been read. A field is not stationary if there exists an object which modifies that field after it has been read. The set of stationary fields has no relationship with that of declared or undeclared final fields. A field which has been declared final may have its state read before it is initialised (while it is in its default state). This is valid behaviour for declared final fields but not stationary fields. Likewise, stationary fields may be initialised after constructor return, which is not valid behaviour for final fields. Table 1 : List of programs in the Dacapo benchmarks suite (dacapo−9.12−bach) including a brief summary (from [14] ). Also included are statistics on each benchmark obtained using rprof giving the number of classes loaded during the experiment run (including interfaces) and the number of methods they contained (including static).
Benchmarks
Unkel and Lam analysed a selection of Java programs and also the SpecJVM98 benchmark suite. Unlike their static analysis, our dynamic analysis needs to execute each program with a set of inputs that will exercise the program's functionality in a reproducible manner. We decided to analyse the dacapo benchmark suite, a compilation of non-trivial real world Java applications designed for benchmarking that includes non-trivial inputs for each application [14] . The dacapo suite consists of the 14 applications listed in Table 1 . Each benchmark was executed using the default input size for a single iteration. We used the following command to execute benchmarks: 
Experimental Setup
The benchmarks were profiled executing on an Opteron 254 (2.8GHz) dual-CPU machine with 4GB of memory running Ubuntu 10.04.3 LTS (64 bit server) using OpenJDK 1.8.0-ea-b37
2 . We used the preview Java 8 build because our analysis is not stable on previous JDK versions. OpenJDK 1.8.0-ea-b37 includes a bug fix for a problem with JVMTI which we identified and reported 3 .
Results
The results in this section are directly comparable to the Unkel and Lam's work on stationary fields so we use a consistent format to present our results [5] . Figure 4 presents the results of our analysis for all fields. The first column shows the name of the benchmark, the second shows the total number of unique fields contributed by each benchmark (i.e. which were read or written at least once during the run), all other columns show the percentage of the total number of fields in that category (rounded to whole numbers). Results are separated broadly into stationary and non-stationary fields, then into declared final (dF), undeclared final (uF) and not final (¬F). The final three columns show summary information: the total number of declared final (dF) fields, final fields (F = dF ∪ uF), and stationary fields (S). Figure 4 shows that between 70% and 86% of the fields declared in dacapo benchmarks are stationary (S) and between 50% and 68% are final (F). The number of final fields which are declared final (dF) varies between benchmarks but, in most cases, is less than half the number of fields whose behaviour was observed to be final.
Finally, Figures 5 and 6 show the results across fields of reference type and fields of primitive type. The format is largely the same as before, comparing final field behaviour between stationary and non-stationary fields in each case.
Discussion
Comparing our results to Unkel and Lam's [5] , we can make the following main observations:
Declared v Undeclared Final. Consistent with the findings of Unkel and
Lam, we find many undeclared final fields. This suggests that programmers are not making good use of the final modifier. The most obvious reason it that some programmers may simply be "lazy" and choose not to use it even when they could. However, other possibilities exist. For example, such undeclared final fields may be protected, where the programmer anticipated subclasses that would mutate them but which never eventuated in the given application. Our results show a significantly higher proportion of stationary fields than reported by Unkel and Lam. Furthermore, we detect far fewer fields which are final but not stationary 4 -indeed, fewer than 0.5% in Figure 4 . These results suggests that the final modifier is doing a poor job of supporting common programming practices.
3. Reference v Primitives. Our results show that reference fields are more likely than primitive fields to be declared final, undeclared final, and/or stationary. This is consistent with Unkel and Lam, though the differences between groups is more modest in our results. This suggests a distinct difference in the way programmers treat reference and primitive fields.
Threats to Validity
Any experiment of this nature has limitations with respect to the scope of the experiment itself. We now identify the main limitations:
-Benchmark Inputs. As discussed in Section 4.1, each of our benchmarks was profiled using the workflow provided by Dacapo. This ensures that our results are reproducible, but effectively constitutes running the benchmark using a single set of inputs. Clearly, we cannot generalise program behaviour from one set of inputs to all possible inputs, and it is possible that the Dacapo inputs are not representative of the benchmark program's general behaviour.
In particular, fields identified as undeclared final or stationary may receive [17] . As discussed already, Unkel and Lam also examined stationary fields [5] . Unlike us, they employed a static analysis which is necessarily conservative. For a corpus of 26 Java applications, they found that 40-60% of Java fields were stationary which is a similar, but consistently lower, figure than we have found. Given that their result is an under-approximation and ours an over-approximation, it seems reasonable to conclude that the true figure lies somewhere inbetween. Earlier, Porat et al. [18] conducted a similar analysis looking for "deeply immutable" fields (where neither the field itself nor any object reachable from that field is modified after the object's constructor completes) and found that around 60% of static fields were immutable. These results compare with our (dynamic) profile finding that a large fraction of Java objects are immutable after full construction. Previously, we examined object behaviours and found significant differences depending on whether or not they entered a Java collection [19] . This is particularly relevant for collections such as e.g. HashSet and HashMap which restrict how contained objects may be modified.
Pechtchanski and Sarkar present an interesting study of field immutability [20] . Their work includes a framework for specifying and verifying both shallow and deep field immutability, as well as a runtime study that found that at least 61% of field accesses were immutable, a similar property to stationary fields. Their analysis computed exhaustive lists of field and array read and write operations using a modified Jikes JVM, but their analysis was limited to much smaller programs than the Dacapo suite. Nevertheless, they find similar results to ours and additionally use those results for performance optimisations, yielding 5-10% speedups for some benchmarks.
Several works have looked at permitting type-safe late initialisation of objects in a programming language. Summers and Müller presented a lightweight system for type checking delayed object initialiation which is sufficiently expressive to handle cyclic initialisation [6] . Fähndrich and Xia's Delayed Types [2] use dynamically nested regions in an ownership-style type system to represent this post-construction initialisation phase, and ensure that programs do not access uninitialised fields. Haack and Poll [1] have shown how these techniques can be applied specifically to immutability, and Leino et al. [3] show how ownership transfer (rather than nesting) can achieve a similar result. Qi and Myers' Masked Types [21] use type-states to address this problem by incorporating a list of uninitialised fields ("masked fields") into object types. Gil and Shragai [22] address the related problem of ensuring correct initialisation between subclass and superclass constructors within individual objects. Based on our results, we would expect such type systems to be of benefit to real programs.
Conclusion
We have reported the results from an experiment examining final and stationary fields across 14 real-world benchmarks. Our work compliments the earlier work of Unkel and Lam which employed static analysis, and supports their general conclusions. However, our findings indicate a larger proportion of stationary fields which, in part at least, stems from the differences between our approaches.
Like Unkel and Lam, we conclude that final fields annotations are used far less often than they could be, while a stationary annotation could be used even more. The extremely high number of stationary fields that we found (around 80%) suggests that language authors should make fields stationary by default, while VM authors should optimise for immutability. These results also support the use of type systems for immutability, e.g. Masked Types [21] could be used to track fields requiring additional initialisation.
Finally, there are many additional studies that are motivated from these results. For example, it would be interesting to examine whether protection modifiers (e.g. public, protected, private) had any bearing on the likelihood of a field being declared or undeclared final. It would also be interesting to extend our analysis to detect deep stationary behaviour, similar to the smaller analysis of Pechtchanski and Sarkar [20] .
